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ABSTRA CT

T h e R ole o f O ntology in Inform ation M anagem ent
by
R enato de Freitas M arteleto
Dr. Kazem Taghva, Exam ination C om m ittee Chair
Professor of C om puter Science
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
The question posed in this thesis is how th e use of ontologies by inform ation
systems affects their development and their performance. Several aspects about
ontologies are presented, namely design and im plem entation issues, representational
languages, and tools for ontology m anipulation. The effects of the com bination of
ontologies and inform ation systems are then investigated. An ontology-based tool to
identify email message features is presented, and its im plem entation and execution
details are discussed. The use of ontologies by inform ation system s provides a b etter
understanding about their requirem ents, reduces their development tim e, and
supports knowledge m anagem ent during execution time.
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C H A PTE R 1

IN TRO D U CTIO N
The term Ontology was first presented by A ristotle in M etaphysics. His studies
about the nature of existence and organization of beings drove him to this
philosophical branch th a t attem p ts to answer questions like what being is and what
features are common to all beings [62]. Indeed, the nature of existence of an entity
and the identification of its common properties would explain the essence of th a t
particular entity.
However, A ristotle did not consider language ambiguities caused by different
senses of meanings, and since hum ans use their language to com municate, some
lim itations and m isunderstandings wouldn’t be avoided. W ords w ith multiple
meanings as well as different term s w ith the same meaning can be found in hum an
languages. Hence, the relation between a word and an entity would be complete
only after the interpreter processes the word concept and links it to something in
the world.
There are some disagreem ents on a unique definition for ontology in Com puter
Science. It is reasonably defined in the inform ation systems literature as explicitly
formal specifications of the term s in a dom ain of knowledge and relations among
them . An ontology is an abstract and simplified view of the world th a t it represents.
It has been widely applied in n atu ral language processing, in the representation of
bioinformatics resources, intelligent inform ation retrieval and classification, and in
simulation and modeling. In general, it has a functional purpose th a t arises in the
effort to com puterize as much inform ation as possible, inferring conclusions based
1
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on the knowledge it represents [47].
In a world where more th an 30 billion email messages are sent daily and web
search engines claim to have more th a n 2 billion docum ents indexed (not considering
docum ents generated inside enterprises and not publicly released) [82], the use of
ontology to acquire, m aintain, and to query inform ation becomes essential.
In the area of knowledge representation, inference, and m anagem ent,
researchers have been developing standards, software, and policies to allow
com puters to interpret and understand data. The goal is to ease hum an access to
relevant and trustw orthy inform ation. Indeed, com puters are able to process and
analyze inform ation quickly when it is expressed in a precise, error free, and
m achine-interpretable format.
This thesis explores the elements needed to provide an efficient inform ation
m anagem ent supported by ontologies. C hapter 2 describes ontology design,
methods, and the different types of ontologies. This chapter also introduces the
main ontology representation languages, their characteristics, and some tools used
to facilitate ontology and knowledge m anipulation tasks. C hapter 3 investigates the
relationship between ontologies and inform ation systems, pointing out how
ontologies can improve system perform ance in handling inform ation. This chapter
also presents the role of ontology as a shared knowledge source for the Semantic
Web. C hapter 4 presents an ontology-based specification and im plem entation of a
tool used to identify email message features. Finally, chapter 5 addresses the future
of the application of ontologies in existing technologies, and states the conclusion
and future work.
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C H A PT E R 2

O N TOLOGY
The am ount of inform ation available for hum ans nowadays requires not only
d a ta to be easily accessible bu t also to be meaningful understandable by
machines [88]. Ontologies are used to provide a common shared understanding of
w hat d a ta mean. Their utilization attem p ts to reduce sem antic heterogeneity in a
domain of knowledge [84], and to formally specify a common terminology used in a
shared environm ent to describe a reality.
The use of a syntactically well-defined language is not enough for a machine to
interpret inform ation, especially when the language is complex, such as hum an
languages. Hence, the relationship among the symbols or term s defined by the
language m ust be provided to achieve a sem antic understanding.
Researchers started developing ontologies once they realized th a t several
existing ontologies could be integrated to describe larger domains of knowledge.
Also, these ontologies would m itigate p art of the problem th a t prevents reliable and
m aintainable software from being developed. Different systems to describe the same
inform ation were being developed using different term s, consequently sharing and
reusing the knowledge across these systems were becoming more difficult [71].
The process of engineering an ontology is an interdisciplinary field th a t
comprehends philosophy, metaphysics, knowledge representation formalisms,
methodology for development, knowledge sharing and reuse, and modeling of real
world concepts and their relations [16]. Knowledge acquired from people’s
perceptions m ust be analyzed and organized into a semiformal specification.
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independent from the im plem entation language and environment. This is called
conceptualization of knowledge, and it bridges the realistic view of the world w ith
an ontological formal specification. An ontology is a product of knowledge
abstracted from the conceptualization process.
The starting point defining the stru ctu re of an ontology comes from the
semiotics, also called the theory of signs [62]. It is divided in three different bu t
related parts: syntax, semantic, and pragm atic. The syntax is concerned w ith the
relation among term s. The sem antic links a term to a concept in the real world.
The pragm atic analyzes how the term s are used in the real world to denote
concepts. Based on the semiotics point of view, an ontology defines term s, which
denote concepts in the real world, relations among term s, formalizing how things in
the real world relate to each other, and how th e term s are combined to express
concepts in the real world. For example, the term s student, person, and school, if
these term s are used in the English language, then they denote things in the real
world and they relate to each other. Eor instance, every student is a person, and the
expression study at school denotes students. Thus, these concepts are characterized
in term s of axioms and constraints th a t are formally expressed.
Indeed, ontologies provide knowledge specifications th a t offer real world
knowledge descriptions, used to organize the facts in a m achine-understandable
form at, known as knowledge base [47]. The knowledge base is constructed from
knowledge acquisition of the real world. Instances of objects in the real world
represented in the particular domain and structured by the ontology will be used as
facts by applications to infer new knowledge and to solve the problem th a t they had
been developed for.

Knowledge R epresentation
knowledge is represented using five components: concepts, taxonomies.
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relations and functions, and axioms as p art of the ontology, and instances as p a rt of
the knowledge base.
Concepts, also referred as classes or categories, can represent anything on the
real world. They can be abstract or concrete, real or fictitious, basic or complex.
Indeed, they can be a task, action, strategy, table, or a car. Several issues m ust be
taken under consideration when modeling knowledge concepts; for instance, w hether
they are separated in disjoint groups, w hat types of attrib u tes can be defined to
them , and w hat different values an a ttrib u te can assume.
One of the m ost im portant steps taken when designing and representing an
ontology is to reasonably well-define the classes of objects in a specific dom ain of
knowledge. For instance, not only jaguar can be modeled as an autom otive brand in
the autom otive domain, b u t also it can be modeled as an anim al in the fauna
domain. Every instance of jaguar in the autom otive domain will be related to the
same concept, even though different instances may have different a ttrib u te values.
These attributes, also known as slots, properties, or roles, describe the
characteristics of a concept. Four types of attrib u tes have been identified [38]:

• Instance attributes: these attrib u tes may assume different values for each
instance of the concept.

• Class attributes: all instances of a concept will assume th e same a ttrib u te
value.

• Local attributes: same-name attrib u tes attached to different concepts (color is
an a ttrib u te of many different concepts).

• Global attributes: these attrib u tes are not attached to any specific concept,
however they may be applied to any concrete concept in the dom ain of
knowledge. The attrib u te color for example, can be used as a global attrib u te.
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Local and global attributes are defined according to th e application’s needs.
Instance and class attributes describe th e concept when different values, types of
values, and cardinality constraints are assigned to them . For example, the a ttrib u te
color can be defined as numbers and RGB values th a t can be assigned to it. Also, if
a unique instance of a concept is allowed to have different colors, the cardinality
constraint can establish the num ber of colors, or the minimum and maximum
numbers.
Taxonomies are used to organize the knowledge using generalization and
specialization relations of concepts. The inheritance of classes of objects can be
applied as following:
• Subclass of: if specializes general concepts in more specific ones.
• Disjoint decomposition: disjoint concepts relate to a more general concept in
the same level of inheritance, b u t not necessarily all instances of the general
concept will be an instance of a concept in the disjoint decomposition.
• Exhaustive subclass decomposition: the same as above, bu t th e superclass is
exhaustively decomposed such as any instance of it will be an instance of a
subclass.
• Not subclass of: this is the denial of the subclass primitive. It is used to state
th a t a concept is not a specialization of another concept.
As an example of a taxonom y application, consider th e term s chair, desk,
furniture, and pen. An instance of a chair as well as an instance of a desk are both
instances of furniture, meaning th a t chair and desk are subclasses of furniture. Also,
an instance of a chair cannot be an instance of a desk. In fact, their instance sets
are disjoint. However, there are other instances of furniture th a t are not instances of
chair and desk, then it is clear th a t furniture is not decomposed exhaustively. On
the other hand, a pen is not a subclass of furniture.
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Ju st as im portant as taxonomies are relations, which are interactions between
concepts of the dom ain and their attrib u tes. It may be essential to know the
maximum num ber of argum ents an attrib u te may assume, the type of these
argum ents, and the integrity constraints applied on them . For example, the concept
to study may have attrib u tes such as student name and school name. Functions are
used to extract inform ation of concept attrib u te values.
Axioms, or facts assumed to be always true in th e domain, are used to
constrain inform ation, to verify inconsistencies and correct them , and essentially to
deduct new knowledge. The usage of axioms is application dependent.
Lastly, instances of concepts represent elem ents in the domain, populating the
ontology where relations, functions, and axioms are applied.
Nevertheless, the way different ontology and knowledge representation
languages handle these features varies. Should the language chosen does not
support a needed feature, it is required by the application to implement it, filling up
the gap left by the language specification.

Ontology Engineering

The design, modification, application, and evaluation of ontologies are being
studied in the area known as Ontology Engineering. Different methodologies have
been proposed [10, 47, 61, 62, 73, 93] for different applications. However, literature
agrees no perfect model of a dom ain exists. A viable solution depends on the
application and the future extensions th a t may be added to it. Hence, there is no
ideal methodology to ontology engineer. Moreover, there is a consensus th a t an
ontology should be based on concepts in the real world, their properties, and how
they relate to each other. A simple and iterative approach th a t is used to develop
an ontology is described below [73]:
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• Define the scope of the ontology: the questions th a t an ontology-based
application should be able to answer often determ ine th e scope. These
questions are called competency questions.
• Reuse existing ontologies: this is an im portant issue due to two m ain reasons.
First, if the application needs to interact w ith other applications, it is
reasonable if they are based on the same ontology. Second, if the ontology
requires an enormous am ount of work to be developed, reusing existing
ontologies is very helpful.
• List the term s of the dom ain used in the ontology: the term s used to describe
concepts should be defined to the application and developers/users.
• Define the classes of objects and their hierarchy: most ontological designs use
hierarchical modeling and they can be constructed using the top-down,
bottom -up, or a com bination of these approaches.
• Define the properties of the objects: the stru ctu ral properties of the objects
should be described to provide the necessary inform ation to answer the
com petency questions.
• Define the values of each property: each object property should be assigned
well-defined values, such as value types, cardinality, and the possible values.
Moreover, the way these steps are approached and executed is highly dependent
on the characteristics of the application, on the existence of ontologies for arb itrary
domains, and on the ontology engineers [47, 93]. For example, the high risk
associated w ith a wrong advice in a medical application or how fast new insights
may emerge for a specific domain of knowledge inspire the ontology development.
The iterative feature of this approach based on hum an feedback also affects the
ontology development process.
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Nevertheless, identification and definition of concepts for large ontologies may
be lengthy and costly. L iterature presents semi-automated ontology engineering
techniques, w ith hum an intervention. These techniques are based on natural
language processing th a t may be used together w ith the regular concept
identification by humans. They are known as ontology learning techniques. Their
goal is to accelerate the ontology building process and maximize th e development
and usage of ontologies by knowledge-based systems. They a tte m p t to extract
relevant concepts, detect relations among concepts, and to arrange them
hierarchically by identifying concept instances from unstructured, sem i-structure,
and fully structure d a ta sources, including n atu ral language tex t docum ents and
database schem ata [43, 63, 70, 76, 88, 94].
O ther issues th a t m ust be addressed in the design of ontologies are the
reusability of existing ontologies and their integration. The larger the inform ation
and knowledge an ontology represents, the b etter an application th a t is based on it
would perform its tasks on a specific domain. For this reason, a consensual
knowledge of a community of people m ust exist. Also, the term s to describe domain
concepts and the structure of these concepts m ust be precisely defined [16, 65, 89].
Moreover, even if a perfect model and universal representation are non-existent,
ontologies m ust provide stability and scalability in order to be integrated w ith other
ontologies and applications.
Nevertheless, there is no correct way to evaluate an ontology or to compare it
to a benchm ark, nor there is a notion of experim enting or testing w ithin
ontologies [40]. Questions like best design m,ethodology and generic or specific
ontology are not answered and preferences vary among ontology designers. These
characteristics are highly dependent on the application.
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Ontology Integration

The process of ontology integration is not simple [41]: two system s describing
the same vocabulary may not agree on the same information, unless they describe
the same reality. For this reason, theories for sharing, m anipulating, and composing
ontologies regarded dependencies are needed. The Inform ation Flow Framework
(IFF) [55] purposes semantic interoperability among ontologies by a knowledge
organization: registration, evaluation, and classification of thoughts, ideas, and
concepts in order to adequately represent universal knowledge. Hence, the IFF
operates in the structural level of ontologies.
The Inform ation Flow Framework is an effort to set the logic of inform ation
flow in a shared environment. It develops a collection of m athem atical theory
applied to the inform ation flow and gives th e correspondence between theory and an
IF F language [55]. It attacks problems th a t occur when no common language or
form at is used, when there are m ultiple point-to-point interactions, or when the
inform ation structure is inflexible.
It comprises two steps:

• Alignment: it is the connection of p articipant ontologies into a common
agreement.

• Unification: it is the fusion of the p articipant ontologies.

The alignment process identifies th e locus of integration, or in other words, the
com m unicating parts of the ontologies and how these parts are related to the specific
domain of knowledge. It is interested in the p arts of the ontologies to be integrated.
The alignment process also establishes the common semantics and meanings th a t
will be expressed by the integrated ontology. Furtherm ore, this step m ust also define
th e boundaries of the universe th a t would be represented by th e new ontology.
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Once the process of alignment is completed, the p articipant ontologies can be
merged during the unification process. This unification process represents the
complete system of sem antic integration w ith respect to the alignm ent process.

Ontology Classification
Different systems for classifying ontologies have been developed th a t are based
on the am ount and type of structures of the conceptualization [93], the subject of
the conceptualization [41], and on the task accomplished during th e inform ation
query process [76].
The former system includes three categories:
• Terminological ontologies: this type of ontology specifies the term s used to
represent the knowledge in the domain.
• Inform ation ontologies: specifies a framework for modeling th e domain.
• Knowledge modeling ontologies: specifies the structure of the inform ation the objects, their properties, and their hierarchy.
The second system on which ontologies are categorized based on the subject of
the conceptualization includes:
• Top-level ontologies: also called foundational ontologies, this category defines
general concepts independent of any specific domain or application, for
example space and time.
• Domain ontologies: defines the term s used in the generic domain, such as
medicine or astronomy.
• Task ontologies: defines the term s used in generic tasks or activities, such as
buying or driving.
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• Application ontologies: this category of ontologies describes all the
inform ation th a t is needed for a specific application, which is often a
specialization of the domain and task ontologies.

Top-level Ontology

Domain Ontology

Task Ontology

implication Ontology

Figure 1: Relation Among Classes of Ontologies

The la tte r classification system is based on the ontological applications involved
in inform ation query process. This system is proposed for querying the Web [76],
b u t it could also be extended for querying inform ation from different sources. They
are:
• N atural language ontologies: represent the knowledge of the system,
containing the lexical relation between the language concepts. This level tries
to describe all possible concepts w ith no detailed descriptions.
• Domain ontologies: describe detailed knowledge of concepts about a particular
domain.
• Instance ontologies: represent th e instances of the concepts described at the
dom ain ontologies and they are subjected to frequent updates.
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Ontology and Knowledge R epresentation Technologies

As new ontology-based applications are being developed and used, a common
claim among ontology engineers is how the formal shared conceptualization could
efficiently specify the common term inology of a domain of knowledge in a machine
understandable form at.
In recent years many ontology languages have been developed: the XML
(extensible M arkup Language) technology burst research for these ontology
languages [5], leading many of them to be based on the XML syntax. The most
common languages used to represent ontologies are the Simple HTM L Ontology
Extension (SHOE), Ontology M arkup Language (OML), C onceptual Knowledge
M arkup Language (CKML), Ontology Exchange Language (XOL), Resource
Description Framework (RDF) and RD F Schema, and the XML Declarative
Description (XDD). Also, based on the RDF(S) - union of the R D F and RD F
Schema - two additional languages were developed: Ontology Inference Layer (OIL)
and DARPA Agent M arkup Language -t- OIL (DAML-hOIL). Following the ideas of
the DAML-t-OIL, the Web Ontology Language (OWL) is also presented. A lthough a
deep description of each language syntax specification and technological details are
out of the scope of this work, some of their features, advantages, perform ance on
ontology construction and representation, similarities, relations, and their roles in
the ontology research area are analyzed and pointed out.
The SHOE language, which was developed at the University of M aryland, is
considered to be not more th an an extension of th e HTML (Hyper Text M arkup
Language). It incorporates some machine-readable sem antic knowledge to web
pages. Unlike HTML tags th a t concern w ith inform ation presentation, SHOE tags
provide structure for knowledge acquisition and representation [45]. The main
purpose of SHOE is to improve search mechanism in Web pages by gathering
meaningful inform ation. It allows intelligent agents to read and to understand data.
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SHOE is a common language used to exchange Web d a ta semantically.
Initial effort for the development th e SHOE language started when the need to
separate the word syntax to its sem antic on the Web became evident. Eor example,
a word index search for cook did not show any distinction w hether it was about
Cook County, cooking, or a person called Cook. Since n atural language processing
program s still need improvements to completely understand n atu ral language
content, SHOE was introduced to help bridge the gap on Web semantic
understanding where single shared definitions about a domain did not exist. SHOE
ontologies are publicly available on the Web, and ontology extensions and
integration are promoted based on rules adhering to SHOE interoperability.
SHOE ontology is intended to declare categories for d a ta entities and their
relationship and to allow inference upon the d a ta entities from existing rules. On
the other hand, HTML pages w ith em bedded SHOE d a ta (SHOE pages) intend to
declare the arbitrary d a ta entities, categorize, and to describe the relationship
between entities or between an entity and data. In fact, SHOE pages can be both
queried and indexed, and some search engines have been adapted for this purpose.
Eurtherm ore, tools for improving searches on SHOE pages, integration of SHOE
ontologies, and performing error checking for ensuring SHOE syntax and semantic
correctness have been developed [45].
There are two categories of SHOE tags:
• C onstructing ontology tags: used to define the set of rules th a t represent the
domain, known as SHOE Ontology.
• A nnotating Web docum ent tags: used to declare d a ta entities and to infer
about those entities according to th e rules specified in one or more SHOE
ontologies.
XML is an application and platform independent language w ritten in simple
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text. Its gram m ar provides the basis for representing other languages in a
standardized way. XML provides the d a ta form at for structured docum ents, b u t not
the vocabulary [57]. For instance, Chemical M arkup Language, Commerce XML,
M athM L, VoiceXML, Geography M arkup Language, and the ex tensible Scientific
Interchange Language are some of the XML applications th a t have been
developed [34, 39].
XML handles managing inform ation in the way th a t is required today. R ather
th an a language to create and to display contents on the Web, its tags are used to
identify and to provide d a ta availability to agents. Indeed, XML code contains not
only data, b u t also the d a ta stru ctu re information, called m etadata, defined by
Docum ent Type Definitions (DTD) or XML schemas. A lthough they b o th are used
to constraint the XML tags based on a set of rules, the XML schema addresses some
DTD lim itations such as the creation of complex object structure types,
specification of numeric ranges in docum ents, and inclusion and derivation
mechanisms. They define the elements, attrib u tes, and other features for XML
instances th a t are allowed or required in a complying docum ent, specifying how tags
are called, their meanings, how they can be used, and how they are structured and
nested [9]. DTD and XML schemas are not only used to define a m arkup language,
but also used to validate docum ent consistencies according to the language syntax.
Nevertheless, the XML generality also produces a weakness. The XML
language does not define the d a ta use and semantics. In order to assure
interoperability, flexibility, and functionality, the parties th a t use XML to exchange
their d a ta m ust agree beforehand on the vocabulary and its semantics, and also on
the d ata structure. However, several initiatives, such as the ebXML [23],
R osettaN et [78], and BizTalk [6], exist to provide XML schemas and vocabulary
standards in many different areas. These repositories of schema specifications avoid
similar schemas from being developed in their own divergent vocabularies.
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The XML easy-to-use syntax for d a ta structure made it useful as the basis for
the development of many languages used for knowledge representation and ontology
construction.
The Ontology M arkup Language (OML) is considered to be a XML
serialization of SHOE [55] w ith suitable changes and improvements to represent
ontological and schematic structure. OML presents the ability to specify classes,
relationship among classes, objects, and constraints.
The latest version of this language is highly RDF(S) com patible [60], providing
its own solution to the namespace problem. This language is intended to provide a
framework based on XML and predicate logic to the Web. For this reason, it is
divided in four different layers, each of which having a specific purpose [38]:
• OML core: related to logical aspects (types, instances, and relations) of the
language and it is included in the other levels.
• Simple OML: this level can be m apped directly to RD F(S).
• A bbreviated OML: prom otes interoperability with the conceptual graphs
standard, which can be defined as an ab stract syntax independent of any
notation. The formalism, however, can be represented in either graphical or
character-based notations.
• S tandard OML: it is the m ost expressive and natural version of OML.
The Conceptual Knowledge M arkup Language (CKML) is based on the
elements of the OML. It is extended to provide a conceptual knowledge framework
for representation of distributed information: classification, theories, interpretation,
local logics, and infomorphisms. This means th a t it provides not only knowledge
representation and inference, b u t also principles and techniques from inform ation
flow and distributed systems. These principles and techniques are based on th e fact
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th a t classification m ust be able to grow organically, in the same pace of th e growth
of the knowledge [55], Their purpose is to ease different knowledge structures, coded
in ontologies, to be com pared and merged [54],
The classification system divides the knowledge into dimensions of inform ation,
called facets, which provide a description of the inform ation resource. This
classification is approached by conceptual scales, which are divided in three types:
• A bstract Conceptual Scale: represented by a ttrib u te names. This type of
conceptual scale introduces the term s and specifies attrib u te definitions by
term -to-term relationship. This is represented as theories in the CKML, where
term s or attrib u tes are called types and the clauses are called sequent, and
they define the vocabulary.
• Concrete Conceptual Scale: represented by queries bound to a ttrib u te names.
This type is responsible for giving meanings to the term s in the previous type
by attaching a single-variable query to each term . In th e CKML, these are the
theories interpretations.
• Realized C onceptual Scale: represented by o b ject-attrib u te incidence
constructed by attrib u te query evaluation. In the CKML, this is called
infomorphisms. The infomorphisms generate the local logic, which are any
binary relation on the vocabulary.
This language was developed based on knowledge m anagem ent approach
provided by the conceptual knowledge processing (CK P) [55]. C K P m athem atically
establishes the equivalence between th e non-hierarchical stru ctu re of object relations
and the hierarchical structure of concepts.
The Ontology Exchange Language (XOL) [53] was developed by th e US
bioinformatics community to share ontologies in their domain after studying the
representational needs of experts in bioinformatics. A lthough it was developed w ith
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a specific purpose, this language can be used for ontologies in any domain. The goal
of XOL development was to provide the sem antics of object-oriented knowledge
representation based on the OKBC-lite (a simpler version of th e Open Knowledge
Base Connectivity) [11]. It also provides a simple to parse and well-defined syntax
based on XML.
The O pen Knowledge Base Connectivity is an application program ming
interface (API) based on conceptualizations of classes, individuals, slots, facets, and
inheritance. It is a set of operations th a t provide a generic interface to the
knowledge access. These operations are object-oriented represented by the OKBC
knowledge model. Similar to any object-oriented language, classes in OKBC
knowledge model are sets of entities, which are called instances. The classes define
the types of their instances, called individuals. Any entity has a collection of slots
associated w ith it describing its direct properties, which can be either inherited by
subclasses, called tem plate slots, or not inherited by subclasses, called own slots.
T he OKBC knowledge model also defines facets to describe the properties of slots
associated to entities, such as cardinality and range [11].
XOL ontologies are syntactically defined using a single set of XML tags. This is
a generic approach where a XML D TD or schem a defines this set of tags th a t can
be used to describe any and every ontology. These tags are generic to all ontologies,
and the specific inform ation about this ontology is in between the XML tags.
However, the generic approach has one prim ary disadvantage: XML parsing engines
have lim ited types of checking on XOL specifications. For example, an integer value
for a slot cannot be identified as integer w ithin the XML D TD for XOL. This task is
left for applications, which load XOL files. Nevertheless, any software tool
developed to m anipulate XOL ontology in one dom ain will work for any XOL
ontology in any domain. This is possible because XOL ability to specify a very
restricted and well-defined set of XML docum ents.
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The Resource Description Framework (RDF) [60] was developed by the
W 3C [95] to allow specification of concepts and abstract d a ta syntax on the Web. It
is a powerful language intended to provide mechanisms to represent d ata, services,
processes, and business models based on the XML standards. Indeed, the RD F
model defines neither the vocabulary nor the semantics of any application domain.
The RD F d ata model consists of three object types [60]:
• Resources: they are the concepts in the real world, described by RD F
expressions. Resources are always named by Uniform Resource Identifiers
(URI) and optional anchor ID.
• Properties: they define specific aspects, characteristics, attrib u tes or relations
describing resources.
• Statem ents: they consist of a specific resource w ith a property and its value
for th a t resource. A value not only can be a literal value, free tex t, b u t also
another resource.
T he object-property-value triple basic foundation of R D F specifies th e objects,
their properties, and their values. It allows objects to be values of other object
properties, hence building a basic d a ta model for m etadata. It is also defined in an
object-oriented modeling system providing classes hierarchy and offering
extensibility through subclasses refinement.
The semantics of the term s of a domain represented in R D F is defined by the
R D F ’s vocabulary description language, also called RDF Schema. R D F schemas
(RDFS) are related to R D F docum ents in the same way th a t XML schemas are
related to XML documents. T heir prim ary goal is to specify the classes of resources,
their inheritance relationship, and their properties in term s of the classes of
resources to which they may apply. R D F Schemas use modeling prim itives such as
class, subClassOf, property, subPropertyOf, domain, range, and type.
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A lthough RD F(S) provides a suitable mechanism for ontology interoperability
when describing inform ation, it does not specify w hether or how an application will
use it. The task of capture meaningful generalizations about d a ta represented by
RDF(S) is left to be executed by a specific purpose application.
The XML Declarative Description (XDD) [96] is a single formalism capable of
providing representations for axioms, conditions and constraints, as well as concepts
and attributes. A XDD representation is a set of:
• XML element: denotes an instance of a concept in the domain.
• Extended XML element w ith variables: the variables represent implicit
inform ation of the instance.
• XML clauses: rules, conditional relationship, integrity constraint, and
ontological axioms used to define XML elem ent relations.
It adds to the XML and RDF(S) representation features such as sym m etry and
inverse of concepts. For example, in the email message domain, the sender plays an
inverse role of the receiver, and this relation can be represented in XDD. Not only
XML and RD F(S) can be m apped to XDD, b u t also the M athM L (M athem atical
M arkup Language), XMI (XML M etadata Interchange Form at), and W ML
(Wireless M arkup Language) can. This m apping capability gives XDD the power of
sem antically define these languages, enabling interoperability of services and tools
described in some languages previously developed.
The Ontology Inference Layer (OIL) was developed in th e OntoKnowledge
project [30] to perm it semantic representation and to provide an inference layer for
ontologies on the Web [31]. OIL incorporates three distinct areas:
• Fram e-based system: OIL is based on notion of concepts, organized
hierarchically into classes, and their properties.
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• Description logics: OIL uses of the description logics formal sem antics and
reasoning support.
• Web standards: OIL is based on the XML syntax, considered to be an
extension of the RDF(S) and XOL standards. OIL contains some language
prim itives th a t are not defined in the RDF(S) language specification [15, 49].
OIL is organized into layers, each of which adds functionality and complexity to
lower layers. This allows at least a partial understanding of the to p layers by agents
limited to interpret p a rt of the language description [31]. They are, from the lower
to the upper layer:
• Core OIL: groups the OIL prim itives and it can be m apped directly to the
R D F schema. Therefore, RD F schema agents can also interpret this layer.
• S tandard OIL: it is a complete OIL model th a t provides powerful
expressiveness for both semantics specification and inference.
• Instance OIL: allows instantiation of concepts of the S tandard OIL layer.
• Heavy OIL: it is the layer for future extensions of OIL for representation and
inference capabilities.
Nevertheless, OIL also presents some weaknesses [49]:
• P roperty values inherited by subclasses can not be changed or overw ritten,
• There is no autom atic mechanism to rename, restructure, and to redefine
im ported ontologies, and
• There is no support for instances to be defined as classes of their own.
The DARPA Agent M arkup Language (DAML) [66] is an initiative funded by
the US Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency to develop tools.
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infrastructure, and applications to convert current Web content into
m achine-understandable information.
The DAM L-fOIL consists of the DAML current m arkup language and it is a
result from the combination of the DAML-ONT, initial version of the DAML
ontology language specification, and th e OIL. DAML-t-OIL relies on the power of
XML syntax representation and on th e formal semantics provided by RD F(S) to
describe classes, subclasses, individuals, and their properties. It breaks XML and
RDF(S) restrictions from supporting variables, general quantification, rules to
describe constraints and resources relationships, such as cardinality and union,
disjunction, inverse, or transitive relationship [14]. Furtherm ore, DAML-t-OIL
specification also contains theorem provers and problem solver mechanisms for
searching and detecting knowledge inconsistencies [14, 32].
The Web Ontology Language (OWL) [83] is a sem antic m arkup language
currently being developed by th e W 3C [95]. It is derived from the DAML-j-OIL
ontology languages aiming to publish and to share ontologies and their related
knowledge base on the Web. It is intended to provide classes descriptions and their
relationship inherited in Web docum ents and applications. Therefore, it not only
formalizes a domain of knowledge by defining classes and their properties, bu t also
reasons about these classes and their individuals.
The Web Ontology Language can be divided in three p arts [83] :
• OWL Lite: this p a rt provides to the user hierarchy classification and simple
constraint definitions. For example, it only perm its cardinality values of 0 or 1.
• OWL DL: it is related to the description logics. This p a rt includes the
complete OWL vocabulary and supports simple constraints. It still presents
type separation: class identifiers cannot represent individuals or properties.
• OW L Full: translates th e constraint freedom of R D F to OWL, allowing classes
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to be seen not only as a collection of individuals, bu t also as an individual to
represent the class intention.
Nevertheless, the OWL describes mechanisms used to further define properties
using the XML syntax, which enhance reasoning about them:
• Transitive: if a person is in a city, and this city is in a state, then the person is
in th a t state.
• Symmetric: if John is M ary’s neighbor, then M ary is Jo h n ’s neighbor.
• Functional: if a person has a specific date of birth, th a t person is always
associated w ith the same date of birth.
• Inverse of: John receives an email from Mary if only if M ary sends an email to
John.
• Inverse functional: this is the inverse of the functional property.
Furtherm ore, the OWL proposes a more powerful representation of property
constraints, new operators to construct more complex classes, and also mechanisms
to map and to compose ontologies. For instance, it allows cyclic subclasses and
multiple property domain and range. It also eases the ontology reuse task during
the ontology development process, where much of th e effort is spent to relate classes
and properties from different ontologies [83].

O ntology Tools

Tools to allow people to fully explore and apply emerging technologies in their
activities are indispensable [5]. Several tools originally developed in the Artificial
Intelligence field are being adapted and used as the foundation to th e development
of new tools for ontology and knowledge m anipulation. These new tools present
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some restrictions, especially on the ontology languages they support, however, in
general they minimize the effort spent on handling ontologies and knowledge
acquisition [25, 29, 37, 46].
The Parka-DB ontology m anagem ent system [37, 87] is not only a tool to help
the user to code an ontology, b u t also it provides a specific language supporting an
efficient inference engine. It is capable to com pute recognition, handle complex
queries, and to infer on the knowledge base. Nevertheless, the Parka system offers
R D F and DAML compatibility, thus allowing R D F instances to be loaded as Parka
assertions into the system.
Approaching several aspects of ontology engineering, th e O ntoE dit [87] provides
to the user a collaborative environm ent to ontology development based on
requirem ent specifications, refinement, and evaluation. The requirem ents deal w ith
the semiformal ontology description (domain, knowledge sources, design issues).
Ontology form alization will evolve from the requirem ent specifications into an
ontology language representation in the refinement process. Last, th e ontology will
be evaluated based on the application needs. This process will prove w hether the
ontology fulfills the requirem ents defined previously. O ntoE dit is a client-server
architecture tool th a t not only supports several tasks perform ed during those
processes, b u t also provides a powerful inference engine.
C him æ ra [67, 68] is a W eb-based tool focused on the ontology creation and
m aintenance processes, especially on th e evolving and merging m ultiple ontologies
tasks. The support to these tasks plays an im portant role when team members need
to integrate different ontologies th a t should work together (noncollaborative
environm ent). It is also im portant when m ultiple ontologies are merged to produce
a more consistent one. However, C him æ ra requires th a t ontologies are represented
according to the OKBC [11] representation system specification to be compatible.
The W ebODE [2] is presented as a collaborative environm ent to develop and to
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m aintain ontologies, and to create other ontology development tools and
ontology-based applications. This tool provides support to ontology building,
translation, integration, merging, and browsing, and also provides an inference
engine and an axiom generator. It provides extensibility and high usability by
allowing ontology access through either a well-defined service-oriented A PI or
ex p o rt/im p o rt services into/from several ontology specification languages.
Specifically designed to build ontologies in the OIL and DAML-I-OIL languages,
the OilEd [4] provides to the user the ability to design accurate and detailed
ontologies by reasoning on the expressiveness of the OIL description logics. The
reasoning support during the design a n d /o r integration process, provided by the
EaCT system [48], can be very helpful to expose logical inconsistencies and to find
class relations, especially when the ontology is large or there are multiple authors,
or even both. The OilEd offers a FaC T connection service to send the ontology to
the reasoner for verification, and to receive th e results back. It then highlights
inconsistent classes and rearrange them hierarchically according to the changes
proposed by the FaC T reasoner.
Protégé-2000 [74] is a highly custom izable tool used to develop and to m aintain
ontologies. It not only provides to the user a friendly interface, bu t also presents as
its main characteristics the ability to be adapted to different languages and
technologies, such as reasoning mechanism and knowledge annotation, using
back-end plug-ins. Its custom ization power goes beyond: stan d ard class and slot
definitions can be changed or extended, and the content and layout of the
knowledge acquisition forms can be modified, depending on th e particular domain
being explored. These features make the Protégé-2000 a tim esaving tool when
custom ization is required by an application in a domain.
The O ntolingua Server [29] provides to the user a Web environm ent of tools
and services to support a collaborative ontology development and m aintenance by
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storing a library of ontologies and enabling new ontologies to be created and
existing ones to be modified. The collaborative work is possible as a result of the
O ntolingua architecture th a t provides notification, comparisons, and shared logs.
Despite of the usage of its own language for ontology specification, based on
Knowledge Interchange Form at [36] w ith some extensions to support reasoning and
object-oriented knowledge representation, O ntolingua Server offers translation
facilities from the ontology repository to other languages, as well as an application
program interface (API) to enable ontology access by rem ote applications.
O ntosaurus [89] is also a W eb-based tool th a t intends to facilitate the
development and m aintenance of large-scale ontologies. It is m ainly an ontology
server th a t interfaces w ith Web browsers as clients providing availability for
browsing, editing, querying, and translating ontologies while m aintaining theirs
coherency and consistency. The basic distinction between O ntosaurus and
O ntolingua relies on the knowledge representation system: O ntosaurus is based on
Loom K R system s [51].
Following the same approach to enable browsing, creating, and editing
ontologies over the Web, W ebOnto [18] relies on a Java-based client to excel other
tools’ HTM L solutions to interface problems: all d a ta centralized in servers,
one-shot connections, and Web browser lim itations. It offers a collaborative
client/server environm ent th a t displays ontologies using graphics. They can be
moved or operated on, providing a direct m anipulation interface and still
guaranteeing d a ta consistency.
The R D F E ditor and RDF Instance C reator [37] are two tools used to m arkup
inform ation in the RDF language. The R D F E ditor is a W Y S IW Y G (w hat you see
is w hat you get) environment th a t provides the ability to sem antically classify and
to annotate d a ta into RD F syntax on Web pages based on m ultiple preexisting
ontologies on the Internet. Similarly, the RD F Instance C reator allows the user to
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generate R D F m arkup simply by filling up object, property, and value inform ation,
especially from non-text source, into special forms constructed based on predefined
ontologies.
The SM ORE [52], Semantic M arkup Ontology and R D F Editor, is proposed to
assist users to semantically annotate, modify, or extend inform ation on Web pages,
emails, or any other online contents based on preexisting ontologies. It supports the
specification of the tex t inform ation into the triple model subject-predicate-object
related to the ontologies being used. Also, it presents a m odule to annotate
inform ation from images or p arts of images, generating sem antic d a ta from image
sources. This tool also provides to the user an ontology search engine to help
marking up docum ents from online ontologies.
CREAM [44] is a framework th a t supports the DAML-I-OIL language for
ontology and knowledge base representation. It consists of several modules to
provide the ability to develop ontologies and to annotate m etad ata while authoring
Web pages, as well as a posteriori annotation. They keep th e m etad ata consistent
according to the ontology definitions. This framework also can be subm itted to
further enhancem ents such as inform ation extraction and collaborative m etad ata
creation as a result of its plug-in extension support architecture.
The RDE Screen Scraper [37] is a tool th a t helps the user ex tract RDE m arkup
inform ation form regular Web page m arkup, based on a tag-content m apping.
Aiming the same goal, the ConvertToRD F tool extracts RD F inform ation from
delimited d a ta source, such as electronic spreadsheets or databases, by m apping
column headers and ontological term s.
ConsViSor tool [3] for ontology consistency checking plays an im portant role in
the knowledge reasoning process w ith no hum an supervision. Inconsistent ontologies
may lead to incorrect conclusions. This tool processes the ontology, the facts, and
the rules in a logic-programming engine, checking the axioms and forcing errors.
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even though the ontology is not inconsistent, presenting messages to th e users.
Inconsistent ontologies are common to occur when distinct smaller ontologies are
merged, but similar concepts overlap one another and different assum ptions are
mad. ConsViSor helps to identify and correct these problems. Nevertheless,
ConsViSor also has lim itations: it does not check logical inconsistencies and it is not
com patible to all existing ontology languages.
Despite not all the existing tools were cited previously, it is reasonable to
identify some of their characteristics, which can be taken into consideration when
selecting and using a tool to facilitate ontology m anipulation and knowledge
annotation processes. An evaluation framework has been proposed [19], which
categorizes tool features into three distinct dimensions: general dimension, ontology
dimension, and cooperation dimension.
The general dimension refers to aspects th a t deal with user interface. It
includes not only w hat the user can visualize bu t also w hat actions the user can
perform and the levels of custom ization provided to the user according to his needs.
Im portant issues are considered at this dimension such as the ability to enter and
navigate through complex knowledge structures [25], the clarity and consistency of
the interface according to the ontology and available functions [44], the clarity of
command meanings, the tool stability against crashes, its installation requisites, and
its available help inform ation and docum entation [19]. Nevertheless, the ability to
customize the tool regarding interface changes, ontology language available options,
additional features such as inference engine, and ability to be a dom ain independent
tool are relevant characteristics [25].
Similarly im portant, the ontology dimension refers to the level of support for
ontology development and m aintenance, and knowledge annotation [44]. W hen
choosing a tool to help perform ing these tasks, one should consider the ability to
correctly define classes, their attrib u tes, and m ultiple-inheritance classes, the error
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checking mechanisms to m aintain d a ta consistency according to th e ontology, and
the availability of examples and libraries of ontologies th a t can be reused for a
specific dom ain [19].
Also, a collaborative environment may be desired when developing and
m aintaining large-scale ontologies, thus overcoming problems like d a ta consistency
and sharing [18, 19, 29, 89]. Some of the custom ization aspects overlap this
cooperation dimension when considering th e possibility to im port and export
ontologies and knowledge base from and into a specific language, as well as merging
different p arts of ontologies. Issues such as synchronous edition, locking mechanism,
and d a ta change recognition and feedback are relevant to consider in a shared
ontology environment.
Nevertheless, there is no perfect tool to choose, and the user expertise, tool
familiarity, and degree of support needed from the tool in th e tasks to be perform ed
are as im portant as the previously m entioned aspects [19].
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CHAPTER 3

O NTO LO G Y AND INFORM ATION SYSTEMS
In an environm ent where people work with, distribute, or create new
inform ation and knowledge, inform ation systems play an im portant role in
inform ation analysis and decision-making [79]. They offer a consistent and
integrated architecture to allow easy access to one of the m ost im portant assets of
any organization: inform ation [81]. Inform ation systems optimize the flow of
knowledge by collecting, retrieving, processing, storing, and distributing
inform ation. They support business planning and conducting at operational,
m anagem ent, and strategic levels.
Before the use of ontologies in inform ation system s emerged, there was a belief
th a t knowledge could be inferred using simple reasoning and representation
mechanisms [90]. However, the unstructured knowledge represented earlier in these
systems did not aim the solution for problems such as term definitions, dom ain fact
expressions, and inference and problem solving support. It led to insufficient
understanding of the system and an expensive knowledge acquisition. Ontologies
structure the knowledge base, prom ote knowledge sharing, and provide a solid
foundation to build the system [90], hence lowering th e system development and
m aintenance costs.
Indeed, the conceptual analysis and domain model provided by ontologies
support inform ation systems in b o th development and run-tim e processes. They
support different tasks such as knowledge engineering, database design and
integration, and inform ation retrieval and extraction, resulting the so called
30
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ontology-driven inform ation system [41]. D uring the inform ation system
development process, ontologies provide vocabulary mappings, distinctions, and
meanings according to a view of the world. They unify divergent vocabularies and
increasing the quality of the n atural language informal specification analysis [61].
This enables the developer to experience a higher level of knowledge use [41]. On
the other hand, at run-tim e, ontologies are used explicitly to drive aspects and
components of the system. For example, they support database queries, enable
communication between agents, and support knowledge reasoning and n atural
language processing w ith their domain knowledge representation.
Special attention can be given to th e n atural language processing, ontology, and
inform ation system triad. N atural language systems support inform ation systems
both at the knowledge producer side, w ith the aforementioned ontology learning
and knowledge annotation, and at the knowledge consumer side, supporting
knowledge redundancy discovery [28], inform ation retrieval, categorization,
generation, and security [1, 13], question answering, and advice giving [72].
Ontologies form a central resource for n atu ral language understanding, supporting
the natural tex t meaning extractions, knowledge reasoning, and n atu ral tex t
generation. They reduce the n atu ral language ambiguity by providing lexical
meanings for a specific dom ain [72].
Diverse areas, such as chem istry [1, 61], com puter science [14, 24], business
managem ent and e-commerce [33, 75], inform ation classification and security [77],
linguistics [64], education [42], medicine [35], engineering [8], tourism [21, 94], and
bioinformatics [12, 27], confirm th e advantages of developing ontology-driven
inform ation systems.

The Semantic Web
The m ost used inform ation system nowadays, th e World W ide Web, is
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considered by some to be a nearly unlim ited source of inform ation [58]. It emerged
from the idea of having a location independent inform ation space w ith im m ediate
access, where shared knowledge would support communication. Furtherm ore, the
concept of com m unication is not only applied to people-to-people, bu t also extended
to machine-to-people and machine-to-machine communication, where machines
would devote their analytical power to describe, infer, and to reason about the vast
hum an content available on the Web, providing the Semantic Web [5].
Ontologies play an im portant role in the Semantic Web: the well-defined
form at of inform ation and the connection of related inform ation give to machines
much more com putational power to process d a ta and to build understanding about
it [17]. Ontologies’ ability to formally and precisely define term s for knowledge
applications enables knowledge domains to be described and linked to each other to
define a whole decentralized inform ation system [5, 15, 87]. The idea of referencing
information, not copying them , leads to a modeling approach. F irst, suitable
reference libraries are selected, then customized, and finally the knowledge domain
is created using the reference models [33]. Semantic m apping techniques between
elements have been proposed [17, 55] to facilitate inform ation reuse and reference.
Indeed, the more successfully ontologies are used the more successfully Semantic
Web results tend to be [56, 63].
Hence, the Semantic Web requires machines to interoperate accessing and using
Web resources [15, 27]. These resources m ust be open and understandable, raising
concerns about privacy, reliability, and security. Thus, the infrastructure for the
Semantic Web m ust allow resources to be located, identified, and m anipulated
safely, and it m ust also provide language representations to define and to express
knowledge efficaciously. These representations m ust explicitly identify objects and
they m ust be manageable to eliminate inconsistencies, reduce differences, and to
prom ote integration among models of the real world. Also, accurate knowledge
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reasoning is essential. The quality of the reasoning results ought to be analyzed
according to the application and reasoning m ethod adopted. These issues m ust be
addressed beforehand to assure a dependable Semantic Web, where d a ta are timely,
accurate, and precise. Previously unconnected services interoperate guaranteeing
security and tim e constraints for real-tim e processing [92]. Moreover, the future of a
Semantic Web depends on its degree of resources availability as well as knowledge
reusability and quality. Thus, it is im portant to prom ote foundational ontology
development and to well-define ontology libraries.
Despite of the simple theory and requirem ents above-mentioned, knowledge
annotation for the Semantic Web deserves special attention no m atter the
inform ation medium or representation language [26]. The difficult of producing
m arkup inform ation and the am ount of inform ation already available w ith no
semantic annotation whatsoever are the m ost significant reasons against the
Semantic Web [46]. A study [22] has revealed the lack of annotated inform ation
available on the web. It concluded th a t the am ount of sem antic applications is
directly linked to the am ount of annotated information. Also, the development of
Semantic Web applications would m otivate th e comm unity to explore the sem antic
annotation potential ideas and possibilities. However, the word sem antics model [69]
presents a feasible solution for existing technologies and resources. First, the
identification of entities in a free te x t w ith no extra knowledge or m arkup
information. Then, the connection of these entities to ontologies to find entities
relations. Last, the addition of sem antic tags to term s replacing the classic
keyword-matching-based retrieval technique w ith m atching between sem antic forms.
Nevertheless, steps are being taken to annotate inform ation from relational database
into a knowledge base representation [85]. They propose integrated and autom ated
approachs to m ap logical database model and ontologies, generating knowledge base
instances from d a ta stored in the database. Also, n atural language inform ation
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extraction techniques to generate annotation exist, linking nouns and properties to
ontologies [59]. A lthough ontologies may evolve to accom m odate different context,
they set the boundaries for content annotation providing p a rt of or the entire
background knowledge about the dom ain [12]. They also describe how the
inform ation is annotated.
Nevertheless, the Semantic Web allows web portals to be created providing
infrastructure and m ethods to acquire, structure, understand, process, and to share
information. Web portals goals would support sem antic browsing and querying w ith
semantic similarity. Also, they would provide sem antic inform ation to agents aiming
a higher com m unication quality w ith a wise inform ation m anipulation [14, 86]. In
fact, one of the biggest im pact of the Semantic Web is on th e inform ation retrieval
area, especially on Web search engines [12]. The mechanisms to rank and retrieve
relevant docum ents m ust incorporate sem antic features. They will allow not only
the best docum ent delivery given a topic, b u t also they will analyze the fact into the
docum ent to help knowledge workers assess trustw orthy inform ation [80].
Although the entire World W ide Web will not become sem antically navigated,
the Semantic Web will affect some specific corners, such as e-commerce, and many
companies have already turned themselves to ontology-based inform ation systems
development [33, 75, 88].
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CHAPTER 4

EMAIL CLASSIFIER: A CASE STUDY

Inform ation classification is an im portant issue in enterprises nowadays. The
Inform ation Science Research In stitu te (ISRI) at the University of Nevada, Las
Vegas, has been studying and building tools to provide autom atic filtering of
inform ation from docum ents intended for dissemination.
The Em ail Classifier project at ISRI intends to classify email messages, here
considered docum ents, into categories by analyzing email message features. An
email feature identifier reads the email messages, stored in XML files, identifies their
features based on formal rules, and outputs these features to a Bayesian classifier.
T he Bayesian classifier applies probabilities to identified features and it categorizes
the messages [91]. Figure 2 illustrates the email classifier mechanism.

EMAIL FEATURES
IDENTIFIER

BAYESIAN
CLASSIFIER

EMAIL
MESSAGE

Figure 2: Email Classifier

The tool presented in this work was built in parallel w ith another tool used in
the Email Classifier project at ISRI [91] comprising th e email features identifier.
B oth tools are based on the same email ontology, however, the developed tools use
different technologies. This work describes our developed tool, which is based on

35
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O nto Java [20], and the actions taken for accomplishing its purpose of identifying
email message features.

Em ail Ontology
The starting point for any ontology-driven inform ation system developm ent was
the ontology description and im plem entation. The ontology set the dom ain
boundaries where several concepts were defined according to the inform ation system
goal, in this case the identification of specific email characteristics.
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Figure 3: Email Ontology
The email ontology used by this tool, as m entioned before, was the same used
by the Em ail Classifier project [91], implemented using Protégé-2000. This tool was
chosen due to its scalability and stability, and also due to its explicit ontological
representation th a t hierarchically displays classes and their properties. A nother
advantage of using Protégé-2000 [74], specifically in this case, is the RDFS and RD F
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built-in ontology and instances representation th a t it provides, required by

Onto Java. Figure 3 shows the Protégé-2000 interface and the classes defined.
This ontology was based on either aspects of the classification criteria or aspects
observed in the training data. The concepts included in this ontology describe email
m etadata, such as author, recipient, subject, and email body and attachm ent type
characteristics. Also, concept properties and possible values were defined, as well as
the specific category for each value. Nevertheless, real world concepts and properties
identified were translated into Protégé-2000 classes and slots in a flexible m anner,
assuring th a t new concepts could be easily added to it if needed.

RuleML

A nother requirem ent established by Onto Java is the rule form at: RuleML [7].
The Rule M arkup Language is an initiative to define a rule system description
suitable for the Web, based on XML syntax, th a t allows rule exchanges among
systems. It was designed prim arily to enhance content of web pages where four
types of rules can be defined, each of which presenting its own syntax:
• Reaction rules: specify behaviors in response to events.
• Integrity constraint rules: signal inconsistency when specific conditions are
fulfilled.
• D erivation rules: allow dynam ic inclusion of derived facts.
• Facts: unit clauses where their premises are always true.
The rules used in the system described in this work were w ritten according to
the requirem ent analysis made in the ISRI Em ail Classifier project. For example,
the presence of the term lunch in the subject line, the num ber of unique term s in
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the email body, and the type of attachm ents are relevant characteristics to the
classification system. Conditional rules were constructed according to these relevant
characteristics and were then translated from the n atural language to RuleML. It
was facilitated due to the well-defined RuleML syntax and nam ing specification
provided by the ontology.
During the program execution, rules are fired by m atching values of properties
of an email message to Protégé-2000 slot values, signalizing th e presence of email
features to the m ain program.

O nto Java

The com bination of the RDFS, RDF, and RuleML results in a sophisticated
software agent, defining respectively the taxonomies, factual knowledge, and the
rules for knowledge m anipulation [7]. Nevertheless, execution of th e agent is
dependent upon the knowledge, perception, and the action subsystem s. These
subsystem s are responsible for knowledge inference, incoming message handling, and
outgoing message handling.
The O nto Java cross compiler converts RDFS and RuleML into a set of Java
classes th a t provides a m ain memory object database and a rule engine [20]. They
fulfill the requirem ents of needed subsystem s for the RDF(S) and RuleML based
agent execution. O nto Java uses th e hierarchical description of concepts provided by
the RDFS representation. O ntoJava directly translates every concept in the
ontology to Java classes, where object inheritance is defined by th e subClassOf
property provided by the RDFS specification. However, th e Java language does not
support m ultiple-inheritance supported by th e RDFS specification, and O ntoJava
will generate a Java interface instead of a Java class for each of th e RDFS class th a t
relies in this case.
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Nevertheless, the properties defined for each concept a t the RDFS are also
m apped into Java object variables and m ethods, depending on the property range.
Variables define literal properties while m ethods define relations to other Java
objects. The property domain specified by the RDFS defines the object destination
of these variables and methods.
Also, O ntoJava provides a d a ta loader mechanism th a t translates all RD F
entries into Java commands to insert these RD F instances as Java instances into the
object database. This mechanism not only handles the RD F d a ta given as input to
O ntoJava, b u t also it interfaces th e system and the user at run-tim e to allow extra
instances to be added to the knowledge base during the system execution.
Nonetheless, O ntoJava offers a convenient d a ta structure to allow an efficient access
to objects stored in the m ain memory database. Figure 4 shows th e O ntoJava
possible input and output.

Application
RDFS
RDF

ONTOJAVA
+ 1avac

API

Loader

Java Object DB
+

RuleML

Java Rule Engine

Figure 4: OntoJava

Each rule in RuleML is converted into a static m ethod by O ntoJava. A b ru tal
force approach is applied by a Java rule engine using the forward strategy to check
all possible bindings of free variables for each rule until no rule is fired. A lthough it
is quite an inefficient inference engine, O ntoJava implements some optim izations.
Every tim e a specific property is updated, only rules th a t contain th a t property in
the body are reevaluated. Furtherm ore, O ntoJava restricts the syntax of RuleM L to
assure th a t one minimal model exists for describing the sm allest possible fact base.
These restrictions are specifically made for negation rules, allowed by RuleML
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syntax. They would prevent an any-order rule evaluation. On the other hand,
O ntoJava extends the RuleML syntax to perm it Java statem ents to be em bedded in
reaction rules’ heads, rath er th an assertion of new facts, providing more flexibility
to the rules.

The W orking System and Results
The focus of this system is on the ontology sharing, reuse, integration w ith
existing inform ation source, and the deployment into an inform ation technology
solution.
The first step during the development process was to represent the ontology
and the included instances using RDFS and RD F specification, respectively. A few
adjustm ents were made on the RDF(S) representation generated by Protégé-2000
for com patibility w ith OntoJava. For example, instance annotation and label
inform ation on RDF, and overriding property tags and properties w ith no domain
on RDFS were excluded. The excluded tags on the RDF representation were not
related to instances information. Also, the overriding property tags and property
tags where no domain was specified were identified as ontology representation
overloading. They represented redundant inform ation, hence not used for ontology
class inform ation. These exclusions had to be performed as a result of O ntoJava
com patibility issues, as mentioned, and had no effect on the final result, because
they represented either no class/instance inform ation or redundant inform ation.
Also, for the ability to m atch ontological instances to run-tim e loaded email
message instances as defined by the rules, the email ontology RDFS representation
had to be duplicated. A specific prefix was added to class names to avoid
redeclarations of classes.
Figure 5 shows how the naming difference were applied to th e ontologies: the
original ontology defines the class of email author as A uthor while the duplicated
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<rdfs:Class rdf:about="&email;Author" rdfs:label="Author">
<rdfs:subCIassOf rdf:resource="&email;EmailAgent"/>
</rdfs:Class>
<rdfs:Class rdf:about="&email;InAuthor" rdfs:label="Author">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="&email;InEmailAgent"/>
</rdfs:Class>

Figure 5: Original and Duplicated Ontology

ontology defines the same class as InAuthor. The same approach was used to all
other classes. By doing so, two identical ontology representations were defined, one
containing the instances of relevant features identified beforehand, observed during
the system requirem ent analysis, and another th a t is loaded w ith instances of the
email messages. B oth representations were available to the m atching rules.
The next step was to run O ntoJava w ith the RDFS, RD F, and RuleML files as
input. T he resulting Java code defines the rule engine and th e m ain memory object
database. They contain inform ation about the concepts and properties specified by
both original and duplicated ontologies, and also contain the RD F d a ta given as
input.
Afterward, an application was implem ented and added a t the to p of the
previous Java code. It handles the email messages one by one, originally managed
within a Lotus Notes system and then converted to XML files using the Domino
extended m arkup language (DXL) [50]. This application identifies email message
features in the XML file, loads them into th e duplicated ontology classes as
instances, and then starts the rule engine. It o u tp u ts an array of recognized features
according to the email instances and class instances m atching rules. Figure 6
presents the entire email message feature identifier im plem entation process.
A set of email messages was used to compare th e application o u tp u t to the
expected identified features of each of the messages. According to th e knowledge
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Figure 6: Email Features Identifier
base, represented in the RD F file, and to the rules provided, the system correctly
identified the message features. This case study shows one example of how
ontologies can be used to support inform ation m anagem ent applications b o th at
development and run-tim e, providing a low cost development phase and an
easy-to-m aintain system structure.
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CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION AND FU T U R E W ORK
Ontological based hierarchical-organized concept models and term definitions
and relations undoubtedly aid knowledge understanding in the complete life cycle of
inform ation systems. They implicitly define the rules th a t constrain the system
complexities. They also explicitly establish th e dom ain of knowledge to support
machine reasoning, learning, and com m unication and interaction w ith hum ans or
other machines in a location independent environment.
A lthough several m ethods for ontology engineering have been proposed, the
ontology fundam ental aspect is th a t they should be based on real world concepts
and their properties. Indeed, ontology representation languages intend to model
world reality in a machine and hum an understandable format, despite of the
different syntax they may present. Furtherm ore, ontology tools and learning
techniques exist to minimize the effort spent on handling ontologies. They support
ontology activities such as creation, development, m aintenance, editing, browsing,
and integration, consistency and coherency checking, and knowledge extraction and
annotation. Nevertheless, ontology-driven applications dictate evaluations for
selecting the best-fit language and tool com bination in accordance w ith their
objectives and working environment, such as worker locations and available
technologies and platform s.
The com bination of ontologies and inform ation systems aims a cognitive
com puting where the productivity and inform ation value are more im portant th a n
its raw com puting speed. Ontologies not only reduce the system development cost
43
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by prom oting a b etter knowledge understanding, b u t also support a b etter
comm unication between agents at run-tim e. They improve accuracy of inform ation
retrieval mechanism from a keyword m atching approach to a meaningful analysis
approach, and they facilitate inform ation discovery and exchange due to knowledge
structuring. Ontologies also provide the shared knowledge on the W orld W ide Web
to support machine understanding of inform ation, which was previously available
only for hum an consumption. The idea is to convert machines into intelligent agents
for complementing humans in areas of weak performance, such as fast processing of
large volumes of inform ation and analysis of large tex t for inform ation recognition.
A lthough a semantically knowledge m anipulation by intelligent agents is
possible, problems such as lack of tool interoperability, lack of language translation
m ethods or a standard language for inform ation sharing, and, m ost im portant, lack
of effort for inform ation m arkup annotation m ust first be overcome. These problems
prevent an ample practical view of an agent application and its advantages from
being shown to enterprises and general public.
The feature identifier of email message example shows how ontologies may drive
different aspects of the system from the developm ent to execution time. It also
shows how tools may be used to explore ontology knowledge and to minimize
system development efforts. The knowledge model and its explicitly term definitions
provided by ontologies give to the software engineering process a clear definition of
the natural language specifications. This knowledge model also supports
communication between agents, knowledge inference, and fiow of inform ation w ithin
the system.
Nevertheless, the absence of annotated m arkup inform ation about each email
message content restricted the sem antic understanding, and a keyword m atching
approach was used to identify the features. As future work, specifically to the Em ail
Classifier project, 1 would suggest the building of an ontology describing th e dom ain
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of knowledge based on the email classification categories. This ontology can be
applied for natu ral language m arkup inform ation extraction and sem antic
understanding for feature identification. Furtherm ore, ontologies can be applied to
other ISRI projects, such as the medical record database. Ontologies can be used to
translate n atu ral language requests into a machine understandable form at for use in
inform ation retrieval.
Clearly, ontologies provide a b etter semantic understanding of knowledge for
b o th hum ans and machines in the inform ation m anagem ent area, which is essential
in knowledge and inform ation-based economies.
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